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Cultural stump almost completely overgrown by large nursing tree.
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Natural cedar stumps are infrequent because most cedars will fall
over with roots attached to the stem rather than break when struck
by strong winds or a falling tree. When cedar does break, it
usually shatters high up the stem, resulting in very high stumps
with “spiked” tops and without toolmarks. Cultural cedar stumps
lack spiked tops, and are usually much lower than natural stumps.
Toolmarks are usually present on the tops of cultural stumps,
sometimes hidden beneath a nursing tree, or the salal and moss
that grow on stumps. In some cases, only small areas with
toolmarks remain. Cultural stumps with extensively deteriorated
tops usually lack toolmarks.

Log: As used in CMT studies, a log is a tree stem that has been
cut from a stump but is otherwise unmodified. The term
“unmodified log” is sometimes used instead of simply log. If the
log is further modified, then the appropriate modifier should be
used (e.g., sectioned log or notched log) and the CMT is not
classified as a felled tree. Logs are commonly associated with a
stump, but in some cases the stump cannot be found, or the log
has been moved to another location before it is abandoned.

Sectioned trees

These are trees where the stem (log) has been cut into two or
more sections. The log sections show no signs of further modifi-
cation though some sections might have been removed. The log
could have an associated stump if the tree is intentionally felled,
or it could be a complete tree with roots if the tree is windfallen.
If no sections are missing, then the tree modification presum-
ably is not finished, with one or more of the sections probably
intended for use as a canoe, a post, a source of planks, etc. The
modification probably is completed if there is a missing section,
as at least one of the sections is removed from the logging site.

A sectioned tree is characterized by the presence of two or more
log sections. Other features may include:
• stump
• logging detritus
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Log section: Several kinds of log sections have been defined:
• butt section: that section of the log closest to the stump
• medial section: the middle section(s) of a log cut into three

(or more) sections
• crown section: that section of the log farthest from the stump
• missing section: a log section that has been removed

Butt sections were usually cut to remove root flare not left on
the stump. Butt sections are most often found when low stumps
were cut. For sectioned windfallen trees, the butt section
includes the roots. The crown section includes the branches of
the tree. A log can include more than one medial section. The
presence of a missing section is indicated by (i) a gap in the log,
and differences in the size (diameter or width) of the two logs at
the ends of the gap, or (ii) a gap between the stump and the
medial or crown sections of the log.

Notched trees

These are either standing, windfallen, or felled trees into which
one or more notches have been chopped. Notches represent the
first stage of wood (usually plank) removal, though large
notches could be the first stage in felling a tree. Notches have
been recorded only on western redcedar.

Features always present on a notched tree are:
• the standing or non-standing tree
• one or more notches

Other features may include:
• stump — if the notch is chopped into a felled or sectioned log
• butt, medial, crown or missing sections — if the notch is

chopped into a sectioned log
• logging detritus
• test hole

Notch: These features are usually rectangular in shape and often
occur in pairs. They have either a “U”-shaped or “V”-shaped
cross section; in the latter, the top is sloping or stepped. Notches
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are typically about 20 to 80 cm wide (maximum, on outer edge
of tree), 10 to 40 cm high, and 10 to 35 cm deep. On old
(18th century) notched trees, a small test hole is sometimes
found at the back of the notch. Notches were cut to provide an
opening for plank removal, to fell trees, and to section logs.

Planked trees

These are standing or non-standing (windfallen or intentionally
felled) trees from which planks were detached.

Features always present on a planked tree are:
• the standing or non-standing tree
• one or more plank scars
• remnant notch at one or both ends of each plank scar.

(The lower notch may rot away but the notch location is often
marked by nurse trees or bushes.)

Other features may include:
• stump — if the plank is removed from a felled or sectioned

log
• butt, medial, or crown sections — if the plank is removed

from a sectioned log
• notch — in associated butt, medial, or crown sections
• logging detritus

Plank scars: These features are flat rectangular surfaces on
standing trees, windfallen trees, logs, or log sections that are the
result of plank removal [see figures and photos]. Notch
remnants are often present at both ends of the scar because
planks were normally removed by first notching the tree or log
at the two ends of the anticipated plank, and then wedging the
plank off the tree or log. The size of the scar reflects the size of
plank removed, and scars of several lengths have been reported.
Long scars are 10 m or more in length and between 1 and 2 m
wide; short scars are generally under 4 m in length, and under
1 m wide.
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Standing western redcedar with multiple plank scars.
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Western redcedar log with plank scar.


